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Let : be a rational fraction with coefficients in a field k. The aim of this paper
is to investigate the length of the continued fraction expansion of :n as n tends to
infinity. Two different methods are developed for the cases in which the characteristic
of k is zero or not.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let : be a rational number, :=[a0 , a1 , ..., as] be its continued fraction
expansion of even length, and d(:)=s+1. In 1971, Mende s France [4]
asked:
Is it true that the continued fraction expansion of every rational
number : which is neither an integer nor the reciprocal of an
integer satisfies
lim
n  +
d(:n)=+?
A positive answer to this problem has been worked out by Pourchet on
one hand and by Choquet on the other. Choquet’s proof, which resulted
from a series of Comptes Rendus a l ’Acade mie des Sciences [1], involves
dynamical systems and only shows that the upper limit of d(:n) is infinite.
Pourchet’s proof is purely number theoretical and uses MahlerRidout’s
theorem, which is a strong p-adic version of Roth’s theorem on rational
approximations of algebraic numbers. This result has not been published
but van der Poorten gives a summary in [6]. Note that this proof is not
effective.
We consider a similar problem on rational fractions with coefficients in
a field k. Let : # k(x) and :=[a0 , a1 , ..., as] be its continued fraction
expansion. We define D(:)=s+1 as the length of the continued fraction
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expansion of : and we investigate the behavior of the D(:n) as n goes to
infinity.
In the first part, we adapt Pourchet’s proof to show that if the characteristic
of the field k is zero and if : is neither a polynomial nor the reciprocal of
a polynomial then D(:n) tends to infinity with n.
The case of the non-zero characteristic is treated in the second part. In
that situation, contrary to the case of the characteristic zero, the lower limit
of D(:n) exists and an upper bound of it is easily found. Furthermore,
Roth’s theorem cannot be applied and we study the upper limit of D(:n)
with the help of an algorithm which multiplies a continued fraction by a
rational fraction. This algorithm is a extension to function fields of an
algorithm due to Mende s France [5]. It has been already used by
Houndonougbo in [3] to generalize results of [5]. We are able to prove
in an effective way that lim sup D(:n) tends to infinity.
Let PsQs , s0, be the sth convergent of the continued fraction expansion
of : # k(x); then Ps and Qs are defined up to a multiplicative factor. From
now on we agree to call the numerator (resp, denominator) of the con-
vergent PsQs of the continued fraction expansion of :, the polynomial Ps
(resp., Qs) given by the usual induction formula, i.e., Ps=asPs&1+Ps&2
with P&2=0 and P&1=1 (resp., Qs=as Qs&1+Qs&2 with Q&2=1 and
Q&1=0).
2. RATIONAL FRACTIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC ZERO
We consider in this paragraph a field k of characteristic zero, and we
denote by k[x] the ring of polynomials and by k(x) the field of rational
fractions with coefficients in k.
Theorem 1. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and : a rational fraction
with coefficients in k. If : is neither a polynomial nor the reciprocal of a
polynomial, then
lim
n  +
D(:n)=+.
To prove this theorem, we need a function field version of MahlerRidout’s
theorem. If P is a prime polynomial of k[x] we note |U |P the P-adic
absolute value on k(x) of U # k(x) and FP the completion of k(x) for the
absolute value | } |P . We denote also by |U | =|U |=edeg (u) the absolute
value to infinity of U{0 and by F the completion of k(x) for the absolute
value | } | .
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Theorem 2 (E. Dubois). Let 7, 71 , ..., 7m+1 be disjoint finite families
of prime polynomials of k[x]. Let also !(P)i (resp., !i), i=1, ..., m, be algebraic
numbers of FP (resp., F). Then for all =>0, solutions X=(x1 , ..., xm , xm+1)
in (k[x])m+1 of the inequality
0< ‘
m
i=1
|xi | } :
m
j=1
xj!j+xm+1 } \ ‘P # 7 } :
m
j=1
xj! (P)j +xm+1 }P+
_\ ‘
m+1
i=1
‘
P # 7i
|xi |P+&X&&=
have a bounded height, i.e., &X&=max( |x1 |, ..., |xm+1 |) is bounded.
Proof. See [2, Theorem 5].
Proof of Theorem 1. As D(:)=D(1:)\1 and according to the hypothesis
of the theorem, we can assume that :=AB, with A and B coprime poly-
nomials with coefficients in k and deg (B)deg (A)1. For all n1 set
Ln=D(:n), and for all 0sLn denote by P (n)s and Q
(n)
s numerators and
denominators of the convergents of the continued fraction expansion of :n.
For all n1 and s=0, ..., Ln&1, let
Rs(n)=P (n)s B
n&Q (n)s A
n=Q (n)s B
n \P
(n)
s
Q (n)s
&
An
Bn+ .
Then it is obvious that
Q (n)s Rs+1(n)&Q
(n)
s+1 Rs(n)=(&1)
s+1Bn. (1)
Furthermore it is well known that for all n1 and s=0, ..., Ln&1,
}P
(n)
s+1
Q (n)s+1
&
An
Bn }<
1
|Q (n)s+1 |
2 ,
and since |Q (n)s |<|Q
(n)
s+1 |, we have
|Q (n)s Rs+1(n)|<|Q
(n)
s+1 Rs+1(n)|.
Thus it follows from equality (1) that for all n1 and s=0, ..., Ln&1,
|Q (n)s+1Rs(n)|=|B|
n. (2)
Apply Theorem 2 with: 7=<; m=1; x1=Q (n)s A
n, x2=P (n)s B
n, n1,
and s=0, ..., Ln&1; !1=&1; 71=[P # k[x], prime, dividing B], 72=
[P # k[x], prime, dividing A].
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Hence we obtain that for any =>0, if
|P (n)s B
n&Q (n)s A
n| |Q (n)s A
n| ‘
P | A
|Q (n)s A
n|P ‘
P | B
|P(n)s B
n|PM(s, n)&=, (P2)
then M(s, n)=max( |P (n)S B
n|, |Q (n)s A
n| ) is bounded.
But, for all s=0, ..., Ln&1, sequences |Q (n)s A
n| and |P (n)s B
n| tend to
infinity with n, and consequently M(s, n) is bounded only if n is. We deduce
an equivalent proposition of Proposition (P2): for any =>0, there exists
n01 such that for all nn0 and s=0, ..., Ln&1,
|P (n)s B
n&Q (n)s A
n| |Q (n)s A
n| ‘
P | A
|Q (n)s A
n|P ‘
P | B
|P(n)s B
n|P>M(s, n)&= (P2’)
Since |B||A|, we have
M(s, n)=max( |P (n)s B
n|, |Q (n)s A
n| )|B| 2n,
and according to Proposition (P2$) and the product formula, we can write:
for any =>0, there exists n01 such that for all nn0 and for all
s=0, ..., Ln&1,
|Rs(n) Q (n)s |>|B|
2n(1&=). (3)
Fix =>0 and consider nn0 so that (3) holds. Then expressions (2) and
(3) give by induction
Q (n)Ln <Q
(n)
Ln&1 B
2n=< } } } <Q (n)0 B
2Lnn=.
But, |Q (n)L n |=|B|
n and Q (n)O =1, thus 12Ln=, and Theorem 1 follows as =
tends to 0. K
I have been told by Mende s France that this proof can be extended in
the following way: consider
A1 , ..., Ar , B1 , ..., Bt ,
s+r polynomials of k[x] which satisfy gcd(A1 } } } Ar , B1 } } } Bt) # k* and
|Ai |>1, |Bj |>1, 1ir, 1 jt, and r+t sequences of integers
h (1)n , ..., h
(r)
n , k
(1)
n , ..., k
(t)
n ,
which tend to infinity with n. Then changing An in Ahn
(1)
1
} } } Ahn
(r)
r and B
n in
Bk n
(1)
1
} } } Bk n
(t)
t in the Proof of Theorem 1, we show that
lim
n  +
D \
Ahn
(1)
1
} } } Ahn
(r)
r
Bkn
(1)
1
} } } B k n
(t)
t
+=+.
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3. RATIONAL FRACTIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC
STRICTLY POSITIVE
The second part of this paper is devoted to the study of lower and upper
limits of D(;n), ; # k(x), where k is a field of characteristic p>0. We
will use the following notation: Let H and J{0 be two polynomials with
coefficients in k, and HJ=[b1 , ..., bt] the continued fraction expansion of
HJ. Then we note
!=_c0 , ..., ci , _HJ &, ci+1 , . . .&=[c0 , ..., ci , b1 , ..., bt , ci+1 , . . .]
and
!=_c0 , ..., ci , _H0 &, ci+1 , . . .&=[c0 , ..., ci , ci+1 , . . .].
3.1. Multiplication of a Continued Fraction by a Rational Fraction
We suppose in this paragraph that k is a field with arbitrary charac-
teristic. We describe in Theorem 3 an algorithm which takes in entries of a
rational fraction AB, A, B # k[x], B{0, gcd (A, B) # k*, and the continued
fraction of a power series ; # k((1x)), and gives [c0 , ..., ci , . . .]=(AB) ;, a
continued fraction expansion of (AB) ;, where ci is a polynomial possibly
constant. Hence, this expansion is not necessarily the usual continued fraction
expansion of (AB) ;.
Theorem 3. Let k be a field of arbitrary characteristic, ; # k((1x)),
and A, B be coprime polynomials with coefficients in k. Write the continued
fraction expansion of ; in the form
;=[ABb$0+h0 , ABb$1+h1 , ..., ABb$n+hn , . . .] (4)
where for all i0,
b$i , hi # k[x], with deg (hi)<deg (AB).
Let Q(&1)=0, $&1=1, t&1=u&1=0, and $0=A, and define by induction,
for all i0, sequences Hi , bi" , ji , Q(i), ti , ui , and $i as:
Hi=AB$i ;
bi"+ ji Hi=((&1)ui&1 $ihi&$i&1Q(i&1))Hi , bi" , ji # k[x] and deg( ji)<
deg(Hi);
ti+1=D( ji Hi), ui=ui&1+ti ;
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Q(i) is the denominator of the last but one convergent of the continued
fraction expansion of ji Hi ;
$i+1 is the gcd of ji and Hi which verifies Q (i)ti =Hi$i+1 , where Q
(i)
ti is
the denominator of the last but one convergent of the continued fraction
expansion of ji Hi .
Then the following equality holds
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 &, ..., _
Hi&1
ji&1 &, (&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi" , _
Hi
ji &, . . .& .
Remark. As we already mentioned, this algorithm does not give the
usual continued fraction expansion of (AB) ;. Indeed, (&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi"
may be in k for some index i1. However, the usual continued fraction
expansion of (AB) ; can be deduced from it. Let *=(&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi" ,
then:
v if *=0, [c0 , ..., ci&1, 0, ci+1 , . . .]=[c0 , ..., ci&1+ci+1 , . . .], where
possibly, ci&1+ci+1 # k.
v if * # k*, then
[c0 , ..., ci&1, *, ci+1 , . . .]
=_c0 , ..., ci&1+1*, &*2ci+1&*, &
ci+2
*2
, &*2ci+3, . . .& ,
because
ci&1+
1
*+(1;i+1)
=ci&1+
1
*
+
;i+1&;i+1&1*
*;i+1+1
=ci&1+
1
*
&
1
*2;i+1+*
.
Proof of Theorem 3. For all i1 define xi by:
ABxi=[ABb$i+hi , ..., ABb$s+hs , . . .]. (5)
Step 0 of the Algorithm. Combining (4) and (5) we have
A
B
;=
A
B \ABb$0+h0+
1
ABx1+=A2b$0+
Ah0
B
+
1
B2x1
.
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Polynomials b"0 and j0 of k[x] are defined by the equality:
Ah0
B
=b"0+
j0
B
with deg( j0)<deg(B).
As H0=B=AB$0 , it follows that
A
B
;=(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0+
j0
H0
+
1
H 20x1
. (6)
The algorithm depends strongly on the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Let J and H be two polynomials with coefficients in k, deg(J)<
deg(H), which verify
J
H
=[0, c1 , ..., cs].
Suppose that if Ps and Qs are respectively the numerator and the denominator
of the last convergent of the continued fraction expansion of JH then Ps=
J$ and Qs=H$, where $ is a gcd of J and H. Then, for all z # k((1x)), we
have
J
H
+
1
H 2z
=_0, c1 , ..., cs , (&1)s $2z&$Qs&1H & ,
where Qs&1 is the denominator of the last but one convergent of the con-
tinued fraction expansion of JH.
Proof. Let #=(&1)s $z2z&($Q&s&1)H and !=[0, c1 , ..., cs , #].
Define, for all n0, Pn and Qn respectively as the numerator and the
denominator of the convergents of the continued fraction expansion of JH.
Then, according to the theory of continued fractions, we have
!=
Ps#+Ps&1
Qs#+Qs&1
=
Ps
Qs
+
(&1)s
Qs(Qs#+Qs&1)
.
But Ps=J$ and Qs=H$, which implies
!=
J
H
+
(&1)s
(H$)((H$)((&1)s $2z&($Qs&1H))+Qs&1)
=
J
H
+
1
H2z
. K
By definition, $1 is the gcd of j0 and H0 which satisfies Q (0)t0 =H0 $1 ,
where Q (0)t0 is the denominator of the last convergent of the continued
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fraction expansion of j0 H0 . Moreover, Q(0) is the denominator of the last
but one convergent of the continued fraction expansion of j0 H0 . Hence
equality (6) and Lemma 1 give
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 & , (&1)u0 $21x1&
$1 Q(0)
H0 & ,
which finishes the step 0 of the algorithm.
Step i1 of the Algorithm. By the induction hypothesis we have at
the end of Step i&11 the equality:
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 &, ..., _
Hi&1
ji&1 &, (&1)ui&1 $2i xi&
$iQ (i)
Hi&1& .
But
(&1)ui&1 $2i xi&
$iQ(i)
Hi&1
=(&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi"+
ji
Hi
+
(&1)ui&1
(Hi)2 xi+1
,
and using Lemma 1 leads to
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 & , ..., (&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi" , _
Hi
ji & ,
(&1)ui $2i+1xi+1&
$i+1Q(i)
Hi & .
The process only stops if the continued fraction of ; is finite, i.e.,
; # k(x). In this case, if the length of the continued fraction expansion of ;
is s+1, the algorithm stops at the end at the step s, when we substitute xs
by the rational fraction b$s+hsAB. If ;  k(x), the algorithm runs indefinitely,
and
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 &, ..., _
Hi&1
ji&1 &, (&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi" , _
Hi
ji &, . . .&,
which proves the Theorem 3. K
Example. Apply Theorem 3 with k=Q,
;=
x4+x3+4x2+3x+4
x4+x3+3x2+2x+3
, A=x&1 and B=x.
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We have
;=[1, x2+2, x2+x+1]=[1, (x2&x)+(x+2), (x2&x)+(2x+1)].
Then we obtain
H0=x, b"0=1, j0=&1, t0=1, u0=1, Q(0)=1;
$1=&1, H1=x&x2, b"1=0, j1=3, t1&1, u1=2, Q(1)=1;
$2=3, H2=(x2&x)3, b"2=0, j2=6x+4,
t2=2, u2=4, Q(2)=x18&554;
and when the algorithm stops
x&1
x
;=_1, [&x], &1, _x&x
2
3 & , 9, _
x2&x
18x+12&&
=_1, &x, &1, x&x
2
3
, 9,
x
18
&
5
54
,
81
5
x+
54
5 & ,
which is not the usual continued fraction expansion of ((x&1)x) ;.
However, using the reduction algorithm given before, we have
x&1
x
;=_1, &x&1, x
2
3
&
x
3
+
8
9
,
9
2
x+
3
2
,
x
5
+
2
15& .
If ; # k(x) satisfies some conditions we are able to deduce from
Theorem 3 a lower bound of D((AB) ;) in function of D(;).
Theorem 4. Let k be a field with arbitrary characteristic; ;=FG; F, G
be coprime polynomials with coefficients in k; and ;=[b0 , b1 , ..., bs] be the
continued fraction expansion of ;. Let also A, B # k[x] be such that
deg(AB)1 and gcd (A, B) # k*. Suppose that the two following conditions
are satisfied:
deg(b0)=0 or deg(b0 A)>deg(B), and for all i=1, ..., s, deg(bi)>deg(AB);
(C1)
deg(gcd (A, G))+deg(gcd (B, F)){{deg(B) if s is evendeg(A) if s is odd. (C2)
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Then we have
D \AB ;+>D(;).
Remark. Condition C2 is essential to the application of Theorem 4. The
following example makes it obvious.
Let A be any polynomial in k[x] with degree strictly positive and let
B=1. Consider the continued fraction
;=(FG)=[c0 , Ac1 , c2 , ..., Ac2t+1],
where polynomials ci , for i=0, ..., 2t+1, satisfy:
deg(ci)deg(A) if i is even and deg(ci)1 if i is odd.
Under these assumptions, the denominator of each convergent of the
continued fraction expansion of ; with an odd index is divisible by A, and
thus A divides G, i.e, gcd (A, G)=A up to a multiplicative constant. The
rational fraction ; and polynomials A and B satisfy Condition C1 but not
Condition C2 because
2t+1 is odd and deg(A)=deg(gcd (A, G))+deg(gcd (B, F )).
Moreover, we have the equality
D \AB ;+=D(;).
Indeed, if ;i , i=0, ..., 2t+1, the sequence of the complete quotients of the
continued fraction expansion of ; then we have, for i<2t even,
A;i=Aci+
1
;i+1 A
.
But ;i+1=Aci+1+1;i+2 which implies deg(;i+1 A)1 and thus A;i=
[Aci , ci+1, A;i+2]. Furthermore, A;2t=Ac2t+(1b2t+1), and we can write
A;=[Ac0 , c1 , Ac2 , ..., Ac2t , c2t+1].
Then it would be natural to think of changing Condition C2 for a
stronger one, for example:
gcd(A, G)=gcd(B, F ) # K*,
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But it would restrict the application field of the theorem. Indeed, if
F=Bn and G=An, n1, then ;, B, and A satisfy Condition C2, because
gcd(B, F )=B and gcd(A, G)=A up to a multiplicative constant. Moreover,
if they satisfy Condition C1 (we will see that it is possible if chark(k)>0),
then the theorem can be applied to give
D \AB \
B
A+
n
+=D \\BA+
n&1
+>D \\BA+
n
+ .
Proof of Theorem 4. For this proof, we use notations defined in the
statement of Theorem 3.
If deg(;)>0, then 1;=[b1 , ..., bs] and
D \AB ;+=D \
B
A
1
;++1.
Hence up to changing ; into 1; and AB into BA, we can suppose that
; is a rational fraction with degree greater than or equal to 0, i.e., b$0 {0.
Applying Theorem 3, we obtain:
A
B
;=_(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , _H0j0 &, ..., _
Hi&1
ji&1 &, (&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi" , _
Hi
ji && .
Condition C1 will enable us to prove that for all i=0, ..., s, deg((&1)u i&1
_$2i b$i+bi")>0. Then the expansion obtained when the algorithm stops
will be the usual continued fraction expansion of (AB) ;. Hence its length
will be at most the length of the continued fraction expansion of ;. It will
remain to show, using Condition C2, that D(Hi ji)1 for at most an index
i=0, ..., s.
Lemma 2. If ;, A, and B satisfy Condition C1 then for all i=0, ..., s,
deg((&1)ui&1 $2i b$i+bi")>0.
Proof. According to Condition C1, we have
h0=b0 if deg(b0)<deg(AB) and deg(b$0)>0 if not; (7)
and
for all i=1, ..., s, deg(b$i)>0. (8)
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Hence it follows by (7) that b$0 {0 if deg(b0)deg(AB) and deg(b"0)=
deg(Ah0 B) if not. In the latter case, Condition C1 implies b"0 {0. Hence
the polynomial A2b$0+b"0=(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 is never reduced to 0.
Equality (8) gives for all i=1, ..., s, deg($2i b$i)>deg($
2
i )0. Then proving
that deg(bi")<deg($2i ), for all i=1, ..., s, will suffice to prove Lemma 2.
By definition we have, for all i=0, ..., s,
(&1)ui&1 $ihi&$i&1 Q(i&1)
Hi
=bi"+
ji
Hi
, with deg \ jiHi+<0.
It follows that
deg(bi")max {deg \$ihihi + , deg \
$i&1 Q(i&1)
Hi += . (9)
For all i=1, ..., s, Q (i&1)ti&1 is the denominator of the last but one convergent
of the continued fraction expansion of ji&1 Hi&1. As $i is a gcd of ji&1 and
Hi&1 , we can write:
deg(Q(i&1))<deg(Hi&1 $i).
But we have for all i=1, ..., s, $iHi=AB, thus $i&1Hi=$iHi&1 , and
hence
deg \$i&1Q
(i&1)
Hi +<0.
Since for all i=1, ..., s, 0deg(hi)<deg(AB), we have
deg \$ihiHi +<deg($2i ).
Finally, we obtain from (9), for all i=1, ..., s, deg(bi")<deg($2i ). K
It remains to show that there exists at most one index i=0, ..., s such
that D(Hi ji)1. This is equivalent to proving that there exists at most one
index i=0, ..., s such that ji {0. We will use an indirect method of proof.
Assume that for all i=0, ..., s, ji=0.
We have ;=FG, with F and G coprime. Thus the polynomial G is, up
to a multiplicative constant, equal to the denominator of the last convergent
of the continued fraction expansion of ;. Then it is easy to see that we have
deg(G )=deg \ ‘
s
i=1
bi+= :
s
i=1
deg(bi).
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But for all i1, bi=ABb$i+hi , with 0deg(hi)deg(AB). It implies that
deg(bi)=deg(ABb$i), because according to Condition C1, b$i {0. Hence
:
s
i=1
deg(b$i)=deg(G)&s deg(AB). (10)
From ji=0 for all i=0, ..., s, it follows that
A
B
;=[(&1)u&1 $20b$0+b"0 , (&1)
u 0 $21 b$1+b"1 , ..., (&1)
u s&1 $2s b$s+bs"]. (11)
Let 11=gcd(A, G) and 12=gcd(B, F ). Then the polynomial GB1112 , is
up to a multiplicative constant, equal to the denominator of the last
convergent of the continued fraction expansion of (AB);. Hence using
equality (11), we can write:
deg(BG)&deg(1112)= :
s
i=1
deg((&1)t i&1 $2i b$i+bi")
= :
s
i=1
deg($2i b$i), (12)
according to Lemma 2.
For i=1, ..., s, $i is a gcd of ji&1 and Hi&1. Since we assumed that ji=0,
we have $i=Hi&1 , up to a multiplicative constant. But Hi=AB$i and
$0=A. Hence we deduce
$i={A,B,
up to a multiplicative constant, if i is even
up to a multiplicative constant, if i is odd
thus
:
s
i=1
deg($2i )={s deg(AB)(s&1) deg(AB)+2 deg(B)
if s is even
if s is odd
Then we obtain by (10) and (12),
deg(G)+deg(B)&deg(1112)={deg(G)deg(G)+deg(B)&deg(A)
if s is even
if s is odd
which contradicts Condition C2 and closes the Proof of Theorem 4. K
3.2. Application to the Non-zero Characteristic.
Suppose now that k is a field of characteristic p>0. In this paragraph,
we consider the lower and upper limit of D(:n), : # k(x). We shall use our
Theorem 4 with non-zero characteristic.
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For : # k((1x)) and for all n1, let :n=[b (n)0 , ..., b
(n)
i , . . .] be the
continued fraction expansion of :n.
Proposition 1. Let k be a field of characteristic p>0 and : # k((1x)).
Then for all n0 and m0, we have
:npm=[(b (n)n )
p m, ..., (b (n)s )
p m, . . .].
Proof. Obvious.
As a consequence of Proposition 1, the continued fraction of :np m is
for all : # k((1x)) and all n1, m0, immediately deductible from the
continued fraction of :n. Moreover, if the continued fraction of :n is finite
with length D(:n) then, for all m0, D(:np m)=D(:n). We deduce the next
corollary:
Corollary 1. Let k be a field of characteristic p>0 and : # k(x). Then
the lower limit of D(:n) is finite and satisfies:
lim inf
n
D(:n)=inf
n
D(:n)D(:).
Also, from Proposition 1, we are able to show, using Theorem 4, that
lim supn D(:n)=+.
Theorem 5. Let k be a field of characteristic p>0 and :=AB where
A and B are two coprime polynomials with coefficients in k, such that
deg(A)>0, deg(B)>0. Let also kn , ln , and mn be three sequences of integers
which satisfy:
for all n0, ln # Z*;
for all n0, pmn>|ln | deg(AB);
k01, and for all n1, kn+1=kn pmn+ln .
Then for all n0,
D(:kn)n+2.
Proof of Theorem 5. Fix n0. We are going to apply Theorem 4 with
the rational fraction :knp mn and polynomials Aln and Bl n to obtain
D(:k n+1)>D(:knpmn).
As Proposition 1 forces D(:knp mn)=D(:kn), we will have
D(:k n+1)>D(:kn).
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Since AB and BA are not polynomials then D(:k 0)2 and the result will
follow by induction on n.
It suffices to show that for all n0, :knp mn, Al n, and Bln satisfy Conditions
C1 and C2 of Theorem 4.
By Proposition 1 we know that for all i0, b(knp mn)i =(b
(k n)
i )
pmn. But
according to the definition of the sequence mn we can deduce:
b (k np mn)0 =0 if b
(k n)
0 =0 and deg(b
(k npmn)
0 )>deg((AB)
|l n | ) if not,
for all i1, deg(b (k np mni )>deg((AB)$
l n | ). Thus :k npmn, Aln, and Bl n satisfy
Condition C1.
The verification of Condition C2 involves two different cases:
v If ln>0, then :k n p
mn
, Aln, and Bln satisfy Condition C2 because A
and B are coprime and deg(A)>0, deg(B)>0.
v If ln<0, since pm n>&ln deg(AB), we have
deg(pgcd(B&l n, Bk np mn))+deg(pgcd(A&ln, Aknpmn))
=(&ln) deg(B)+(&ln) deg(A).
Hence, as deg(A)>0 and deg(B)>0, :k npmn, B&l n, satisfy Condition C2. K
Theorem 5 permits us to give a lower bound of the upper limit of D(:n).
Corollary 2. Let k be a field of characteristic p>0 and : be a rational
fraction with coefficients in k which is neither a polynomial nor the reciprocal
of a polynomial. Then
lim sup
n
D(:n)
log n
>0.
Proof. Apply Theorem 5 with, for all n0, ln=1 and mn=m0>
log(deg(AB))log p. Then we have, for all n1,
kn=kn&1pm 0+1=k0pnm0+ :
n&1
i=0
pim 0=\k0+ 1mm0&1+ pnm0&
1
pm0&1
,
which implies
kn<\k0+ 1pm0&1+ pnm0,
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and
n>
log kn&log(k0+(1pm0&1))
log pm0
.
Hence it follows from Theorem 5
D(:k n)
log kn&log(k0+(1pm0&1))
log pm0
+2. K
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